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CIMA CONTROL PIG
An electronic system for weighing pigs quickly while they are moving (without stopping or penning
them in).
FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM:
- calculates the total weight of all transited animals
- calculates the average weight of all transited animals
- stores weights in an archive menu
- saves data on USB pen drive
- online help for each screen/function of the control unit
- numerical keyboard with writing mode identical to that found in mobile phones
- excess load control system
- possibility of handling international units of measurement
- possibility of regulating [screen] contrast
- possibility of regulating [screen] brightness
- internal clock
- reads the supply voltage
- settings backup
- data backup
MAIN USES:
- periodic sampling for control and checking of pig weight gain, conversion and box uniformity data
- checks to ensure uniform loads are sent to the slaughterhouse
OBJECTIVES:
- to improve conversion ratios
- to reduce shed emptying time
- to avoid incurring penalties at the slaughterhouse due to the lack of uniformity of the pigs delivered
- to win prizes for the uniformity of the pigs delivered
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CIMA CONTROL PIG
ELECTRONIC WEIGHING AND WEIGHT DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

FOR PIGS IN MOTION
The equipment consists of:
BASE PLATE
- Specially moulded aluminium sheet for the passage of the pigs
- Slip-resistant floor
- Adjustable stainless steel support for control unit and battery
- Aluminium cable junction box
- Protective sheathing for shielded cables
- Stainless steel telescopic handles
WEIGHING SYSTEM
- Probes
- Shielded cables
- Slip-resistant adjustable feet
ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT
- Die-cast aluminium container
- 5.7” back-lit LCD display
- High sensitivity membrane keyboard
- Power supply adapter
- Connectors
- Connection cable
- Battery
DIMENSIONS
- Length :
- Width:
- Platform height from the ground:
- Weight about:

2.000 mm
700 mm standard 600 mm on request
80 mm
40 kg
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